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Calculations are carried out Íor the positive divacancy in silicon using the extended Iliickel
theory. These are non-iterative calculations in the molecular unit cell approach for various sizes
of the unit cell and for various points in the Brillouin zone. The effects of two symmetry-allowed
distortion modes of tho six nearest-neighbour atoms of the divacancy are investigated. The
parameters Íor stable Jahn-Teller distortion are determined by minimizing the extended-Hiickel-
theory energy. A second minimum with slightly higher energy is a saddle point with respect to
distortions corresponding to other Jahn-Teller configurations. The energy barrier for reorientation
between these configurations is obtained. tr'rom the wavefunction of the unpaired electron the
hyperfine interaction with 20Si nuclei in the two nearest-neighbour shells are calculated. X'or
suitable distortions the results compere favourably with existing experimental data. A large
discrepancy is found between the distortion parameters Íor minimum energy and for optimum
match of the hyperfine constants.

Nicht-iterative Rechnungen werden fiir die positive Doppelleerstelle in Silizium mit Hilfe der
erweiterten Hiickel-Theorie ausgefiihrt, Es handelt sich hier um Rechnungen nach demYerfahren
der molekularen Einheitszelle fiir verschiedene GróBe der Einheitszelle und fiir verschiedene
Punkte in der Brillouín-Zone. Die sechs náchsten Nachbaratome der Doppelleerstelle werden
systematisch in zwei von der Symmetrie erlaubten Yerzerrungsmoden versetzt. Die Gleichge-
wichtslagen fiir Jahn-Teller-Relaxation werden bestimmt durch Minimalisierung der EHT-
Energie. Ein zweites Minimum mit einer nur um wenig hóheren Energie ist ein Sattelpunkt be-
ziiglich der Verzerrungen, die nit den iibrigen Jahn-Teller-Orientierungen zusammenhángen.
Die Energiebarriere fiir Reorientierung zwischen unterschiedlichen Orientierungen wird ermittelt.
Die Wellenfunktionskoeffizienten ermóglichen die Berechnung der Hyperfeinwechselwirkung
zwischen dem ungepaarten Defektelektron und zeSi-Kernen in den zwei Schalen der náchsten
Nachbarn. Fiir geeignete Werte der Verzerrungsparameter existiert eine verniiLnltige Uberein-
stimmung mit, zttr Verfiigung stehenden experimentellen Ergebnissen. Die Verzerrungskombina-
tionen fiir minimale Energie und fiir das beste Resultat der Hyperfeinkonstanten weisen leider
einen groBen Unterschied auf.

1. Introiluction
The extended Hiickel theory is a semi-empirical, non-selfconsistent, one-electron

approa,ch [f]. The diagonal interaction matrix elements in the llartree-X'ock equations
are approximated by experimental ionization energies and the non-diagona,l ones by
a,n empirical approximation, e.g. the Helmholtz-Wolfsberg assumption [2]. Though
the method is lacking a justification from first principles it is frequently applied to
calculate the electronic structure of deep level defects in covalent crystals [3,4], like
silicon 15, 61. The advantages of the extended Hiickel theory are its simplicity and its
apparent ability to provide useful results for a number of properties. However, agree-
ment, between a, few theoretical results and the corresponding experimental data may
be fortuitous, or it may be attributed to a suitable adjustment of the free parameters
in the semi-empirical theory. X'or a more detailed assessment of the merits of the ex-
tended Hiickel theory calculations were ca,nied out for a, well-investigated defect in

1) Valckenierstraat, 65, Amsterdam, Nederland.
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a well-known solid: the divacancy, in its positive charge state, in silicon. The band
structure of silicon is easily calculated using the extended Hiickel theory [7]. Iiesults
can be made to compare satisfactorily with existing data [8, 9]. Many of the available
experimental data for the divacancy in silicon, for example the electronic energy levels
l8], the hyperfine interactions with 2eSi nuclei [0], and the response to stress, can also
be obtained from the theory.

Trom observation of the electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum it was concluded
that the lattice around the divacancy distorts [1I]. This spontaneous distortion is
a consequence of the Jahn-Teller instability of the partially filled doublet level. In
the present work two symmetry-allowed distortions of the six nearest-neighbour atoms
were considered as free parameters to optimize the calculated results. The extended-
Hiickel-theory energy, defined as the sum of the one-electron energies of the occupied
levels [3], was determined and minimized to obtain the stable distortion. These cal-
culations also yield the height of the energy barrier between different Jahn-Teller
orientations 1111. From the wave function of the unpaired defect electron the hyper-
fine interactions with 2eSi nuclei on nearest-neighbour sites of the divacancy rrere
calculated. These results are compa,red with the experimental data from measurements
by electron paramagnetic resonance [11] and electron-nuclear double resonance [12].

2. Outline of Theory

2.7 Molecular orbitals

The one-electron eigenfunctions qí are expressed in Slater-type 3s and 3p atomic
orbitals. These are given by )hz: Ngz exp (-arrlao), Lsp,: N$r exp (-anrf ao), etc.,
with the normalization constants N! : (2a,lao)1 12880n, Ni: Qanlar)1 1960n, and Bohr
radius ao: 0.629 X l0-ro m. For the orbital exponents the values d. : 1.87 and
dp : 1.60 were used [13]. To reduce the required computer time symmetrized linear
combinations of atomic orbitals were constructed. These symmetry orbitals o, are
basis functions of the irreducible representations As, Ao, Bg, or Bo of the point group
C2y, (Zlm), which is the symmetry of the divacancy, consistent with the anisotropy
observed in paramagnetic resonance spectra. The molecular orbitals E4 are linear com-
binations o{ the symmetry orbitals , er : 2 co4oa. The symmetry orbitals are associated

with shells of symmetry-related. atoms. dhur" ,"" two classes of shells. These are the
general class shells containing four atoms each, and the mirror-plane class shells with
only two atoms each related by inversion [12].

2.2 Molecular unit cell

An infinite solid is formed by periodic repetition of a unit cell 18, l4l. The cor-

responding wave functions are Bloch sums given by V*1V) : N -rl2 À ""n $k . n) x
X g{r - Rr), where bhe R1 represent, the translation vectors of the lattice. Two
atoms in the centre of the unit cell are removed to represent the divacancy. X'or
a sufficiently large unit cell the interactions between defects in adjacent cells can be
neglected. A unit cell consisting of 62 atoms plus divacancy is a cube with edge 2a,
when the edge of the usual non-primitive face-centred cubic unit cell is given length a.
In the present calculations a: 5.429 X l0-ro m. The lattice is simple cubic with
2a(IOO) translation vr-ctors. The C21 symmetry of the unit cell is compatible only
with a small number of wavevectors lc. Such vectors are lc : l, i.e. the centre of the
Brillouin zone, and some of the X-, M-, and ll,-points on Brillouin zone boundaries.
X'or a defect orientation having the (01I) mirror plane these are k : Xt : (z/a) [100],y1r: (nla) 10111, and Íl"r: (nla) lllfl. A unit cell of S2atoms plus divacancy is
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a regular rhombic dodecahedron. The associated translation vectors trl; arc (3a12) (011).
Calculations with Czr, symmetry are possible for k, : l, Xi : QnlSa) [100], Ri :
: (nl\a) [111], and R'2: @l3a) [I11]. X'or a unit cell of 126 atoms plus divacancy
the translational properties are similar to the 62 atom unit cell. This case requires
a slightly modified set of shell orbitals to avoid coincidence of basis atoms on the
boundaries of unit cells.

2.3 Ertend,ed, Illieltel theory

In the l{artree-tr'ock theory the eigenvalues /a are the roots of the secular equation
det lilo61" - E$ool^l: 0. The wave function coefficients coi a,re obtained by solving
the secular equations E (H"on - E$ou) caí : O. The interaction integrals 11o61 and

overlap integrals Bou* 
"árl 

be written as sums of integrals H * and-S,,, involving atomic
orbitals only [7]. X'or the overlap integrals Bu,: (X,ulX) of Slater-type atomic
orbitals analytical expressions are available. The interaction integrals were reduced
to these by applying the Helmholtz-Wolfsberg approximation [2]. These equate the
diagonal elements Hruto the atomic ionization potentials 13g or -f3p. The off-diagonal
elements, lt +p, are given by Hp,: Glz) Kp,(Huu+ H,,) Br,, with suitably chosen
empirical constants Kr,. The present calculations were carried out with the values
Is.: -14.95eV, 13n : -7.77 eV, Kr* : Kpp- 1.76, and Krn: 1.313 [13].

2.4 Lattice distortions

In the undistorted la.ttice the highest energy electron will occupy an orbitally
degenerate level [11]. Due to the Jahn-Teller instability a spontaneous distortion will
occur. Thereby the original Dsa slmmetry is lowered to C21, which is the experimen-
tally established symmetry of the divacancy [1f]. The electronic degeneracy is re-
moved. Considering only the six nearest neighbours of thedivacancythereare 18nor-
mal modes of distortion. Six of these reduce the symmetry to the required C21 in one
of the three orientations a distorted divacancy with given va,ca,ncy-vacancy axis can
assume in the host lattice. For each of the three defect, orientations only three normal
modes are appropriate. One of these is a pure rotation. It was left out of consideration
as for this mode the relative positions of the nearest-neighbour atoms do not change.
Therefore, only two distortion modes remained for a systematic study of their effects.
These modes, which were labelled EGI and EG2, are illustrated in X'ig. 1. Taking the
origin of the coordinate system on the inversion centre of the divacancy, and using
units of al8, the nearest-neighbour-site positions &re as given in X'ig. f . Atoms (133)
and (I33) are on the mirror plane of the divacancy. The distortions are specified in
Table l. For one unit bf distortion the r.m.s. displacement of the six nearest-neighbour
a,toms is equal to I Á.

831)
87 3) fl 33) (37 il (33 t)K^
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X'ig. 1. The two symmetry-lowering distortion modes a) EGI and b) EG2. Sideview(leftparts)
and top*view (right parts) of the divacancy (broken circles) and its six nearest neighbours (hatched

circles). Arrows are drawn to scale corresponding to ono unit oÍ distortion
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Tab le I
Specification of the distortions EGI and EG2

undistorted
position

one unit of EGI distortion one unit of EG2 distortion

( r33)

(331)

$ll6lsa, +l[o1sa, +Vols")

e+Volsa, _t][o1zo, +Vols")

gV 246 t t2va, - 56lt 246 1 tztsa, - 561t 246 lr2la)

e521t246lt2la, +l/z+o1t2la, 4lE642Ba)

The parameter a is a dimelsionless quantity with the value of the lattice constant when expressed
in Àngstroms. In the present calculations a : 5,429.

2.5 Hyperfine tensors

Once the wave function of the unpaired electron is known, the hyperfine inter-
action with the magnetic moments of 2eSi nuclei around the divacancy can be cal-
culated. To avoid singularities in the hyperfine integrals the contact interaction arising
from the non-zero value of the wave function at the nuclear site is dealt with sepa-
rately. The major contribution to this isotropic interaction comes from the 3s orbital
which has its centre on the hyperfine site. A probability density lqrr.(0)l':31.5 X
X l0zn cm-3, calculated by Watkins and Corbett l15l on the basis of Watson and
Freeman [16] atomic orbitals, rather than the vanishing value for Slater-type orbita,ls,
was used. The dipole-dipole tensor components are given by B"p: g.P11gxFNX

X (Ed @r"r s - r26*filrb lq,), wil}'a, p : t, A, or z,and all other symbols having their usual
meaning. The calculation requires the evaluation of various one-, two-, and three-
centre integrals. Some explicit analytical expressions for these integra,ls are reported
in a following paper [17]. For the quantity (Utt)ap, appearing in the one-centre
integrals, the value 16.1 X 1024 cm-B was taken [15]. The calculated tensors were
transformed to their principal axes systems. It was found convenient to equate the
principal values in order of descending magnitude to a * 2b, a - b + c, and a - b -
- c, respectively. Component, a then describes the isotropic or contact interaction.
The purely axial part is given by b, while c takes account, of the deviations from axial
symmetry.

3. Results

3.7 Energg let:els

The one-electron energies Ea are the eigenvalues of the secular determinant. I.ig. 2
shows these energy levels in a region near the bandgap calculated for the 62-atom unit
cell for the points l, X1, Mr, and Rr in lc-space. tr'or reference the energy positions for
the top of the valence band at the l-point at Eu: -7.75 eV and for the bottom of
the conduction band along the l-axis at E": -6.67eV are also included. These
values stem from an extended-Hiickel-theory band structure ca,lculation using the
same parameters as for the present calculations for the solid with the defect. The
levels labelled (1) are believed to originate from the divacancy. The corresponding
states show a relatively high localization of the electron on the six nearest-neighbour
atoms of the divacancy. Consequently, the sensitivity of these levels to distortion of
the lattice near the defect is high and the lc-dependence is small. The levels are all
located in the bandgap or in the valence band near the l-point band edge'

For a divacancy in the neutral charge state the 62-aborn unit cell contains 248 elec-
trons. Filling the levels from the bottom of the valence band upwards for the lc-points
X' Ml, and Ii, this results in the three highest lying levels labelled (1) remaining empty.
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The lowest of these four levels, always located 0.15 to 0.4 eV below the valence band
edge Eo, is occupied by two electrons. X'rom experiment it is known that the first
donor level of the divacancy lies at 0.2L Lo 0.25 eV above Ey llI, 181. Apparently, the
extended Hiickel theory predicts the divacancy-associated levels too low, possibly
by about 0.5 e\r. If one assumes this to be true for all lc-points, .including the l-
point, then in reality the levels Ao(I) and Bo(1) for the l-point are situated above
the A*(2) level. The latter level should then be filled first. This procedure leaves two
electrons for the (l)-levels, as is the case for the other lc-points. X'or the divacancy in
the positive charge state one electron per unit cell is removed. The unpaired defect
electron occupies the lowest of the four levels labelled (l). X'or nearly all distortions
considered this level has Ao or Bo symmetry. An equivalent procedure to distribute
the electrons over the eigenstates was followed for the 52- and 126-atom unit cells.

3.2 Total energg

The extended-Hiickel-theory energy .EBs1 of an electronic system is the sum of the
one-electron energies Eo of bhe occupied levels. In the present case it is calculated by
Enn : Z noUo, with the occupation number h : 2 for 1 í i < 123, hrzt: l, and

i
nt : 0 otherwise. tr'or the 62-atom unit cell the extended-Hiickel-theory energy was
calculated systematically over the region -0.3 < EGl, EG2 < 0.3, in steps of 0.1
for both the distortion parameters. This was done for the lc-points l, X1, M1, and Ii*
The total energy ,EBs1 is a periodic function of the wavevector lc in the reciprocal
lattice. Using the method of Chadi and Cohen [19], the_ most, accurate average of the
energy over the Brillouin zone is given by Z$ilt : [.&nur(l) + Jnnr(Xr) +
I Enm(Mr) * Znnr(Ër)114. The resulting dependence of -E$fi1 on EGl and EG2 is
illustrated in X'ig. 3. Similar results hold for each of the tc-points individually. X'ig. 3
shows that two energy minima have developed, for almost opposite values of the dis-
tortion parameters. Near these minima the distortion dependence of the energy \r'as
examined more closely using a finer grid, with steps of 0.02, of the parameters. This
way, the positions of the minima and the corresponding minimum values of ,&Bs1 were
determined more accurately. Also in these regions, calculations were performed ex-
ploiting only the S, symmetry of the divacancy. This allowed the calculations to be
done for eight points in lc-space, i.e. l-point, all three X-points, all three M-points,
and the R-point. A more reliable average over the Brillouin zone was thereby obtained
[f9]. The results are summarized in Table 2. Similar calculations near the energy
minima were carried out for the íZ-atom unit cell. Results are also presented in Table 2.
Inspection of these data reveals that the values of the distortion parameters for the
two minima do not depend very much on the lc-point chosen, or on the particular
average over these points, nor on the size of the unit cell. It was therefore assumed
that a similar behaviour of the energy will be shown for the l26-atom unit cell. The

-04
-29045

\
\\

.2

.3

-2905.4

Fig. 3. Constant-energy contours of U$[t calcu-
lated. as an average over the l-, Xr-, Mr-, and
Rr-points for the 62-atom unit cell. Distortions
(EGl, EG2) for which the energy is a minimum

are indicated bv the symbol +
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Table 2

Distortion parameters EGI and EG2, and extended-Hiickel-theory energies ZBsl for the two
energy minima

9t

size k-point
unit
cell

EGl EG2 En:r'r
(ev)

EGI BG2 . Ensl E#n,
(eV) (meV)

62r
x1
M1
R1
(f*X'
(l+3x * M, + Rr)/4

+ 3M + R)/8

0.2L5 -0.229,
0.242 -0.249
0.257 -0.2580.231 -0.225
0.238 -0.24L
0.236 --0.253

0.194 -0.194
0.262 -0.217
0.253 -0.279
0.L47 -0.158
0.230 - 0.230
0.246 -0.249
0.24 -0.25

-2963.7 56

-2965.642
-2966.966
-2965.436
-2965.447
-2965.897

- 2480.895

- 2486.938

-2485.453
-2486.373
-2484.893
-2485.634

- 6038.233

-0.185 0.185

-0.242 0.2r2

-0.222 0.223

-0.224 0.223

- 0.218 0.zLL

-0.227 0.213

-0.r71 0.163

-0.227 0.254

-0.249 0.226

-0.173 0.173

- 0.209 0.207

-0.234 0.2L6

-0.22 0.2L

-2963.603 r53

-2965.726 84

-2966.596 370

-2965.380 56

-2965.322 t25
-2965.7 56 L4I

- 2480.833 62

-2487.IL[ -t76
-2485.679 -226
-2486.356 t7

-2484.980 87

-2485.579 55

- 6037.955 277

52 I
x1
Rr
Ro
(l+Xr*Rr*Rr)la
(f+3x+4R)/8

126 (f + X, * R, * Rr)la

The (EGl, EG2) values for the 126-alom unit cell were not calculated, but were assumed, with
reference to the smaller unit cells, to be close to the minima

time-consuming calculations for this large unit cell were restricted to the one particular
choice of distortion parameters for each minimum as given in Table 2.

3.3 Reorientation barcier

The absolute minimum of the energy for (EQ1, B,GZ) - (0.24, -0.26) corresponds
to the stable Jahn-Teller distortion of the divacancy. There exists a second minimum,
with generally slightly higher energy, Íor a distortion - (-0.22, 0.21). Thermally
activated reorientation of the divacancy from an initial orientation to one of the other
two Jahn-Teller distortions has been observed experimentally. In a transition from
a given Jahn-Teller orientation to a second one, the symmetry of the defect halfway
the transition is that of the third distortion. Moreover, the averaged distortion of the
initial and final stable configurations is almost equal to the distortion in the relative
rninimum of the third configuration. It is likely therefore, that a, transition between
two stable distortions will occur via the relative minimum of the third orientation.
The extended-Hiickel-theory energy was calculated along a path of distortions from
one configuration via a relative minimum to a second stable configuration. It was found
that the relative minimum is a saddle point with respect to distortions corresponding

X'ig. 4. The variation of the extended-Hiickel-theory
energy A#fu in a, transition between the Jahn-Teller
orientations t and 2 Tiu the saddle point minimum of

orientation JT-3

I -2905.5

I\
-E

rF-

*È
,r 

I

-2900.0

Jr-3 JT-Z
distorÍion 4

JT-1
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to other Jahn-Teller configurations. X'or intermediate distortions the energy varies
monotonically between the stable absolute minimum and the saddle point maximum.
X'ig. 4 shows results from calculations using S, symmetry for the 62-atom unit cell
for the a,verage over eight lc-points in the Brillouin zone. The energy barrier for re-
orientation .e'$fi1 is thus given by the difference of the energies for the relative and
absolute minima. The values obtained for various lc-points and sizés of the unit cell
are given in the last column of Table 2. These results have to be compared with the
experimental value of 73 meV [1I].

3.4 Hgperfine intera,ctions

As mentioned in Section 2.5, and explained in detail in a following pa,per 1171, the
hyperfine tensor components can be calculated from the coefficients of the atomic
orbitals. The present calculations were based on l-point orbitals of level Bo(1) in
a 62-atorn unit cell. The required three-centre integrals for orbitals on nearest-
neighbour positions of the hyperfine atom were computed numerically. As their contri-
bution to the hyperfine tensors is small, in view of the approximations inherent in
the theory, they were neglected. Results are reported only for the EGI and EG2 dis-
tortions. Previous calculations have indicated that the breathing modes do not alter
the results substantially, while also next-nearest-neighbour relaxations have a small
effect 1101. Results for the mirror-plane shell, with the atoms (133) and (133), are given
in Tig.5. The corresponding experimental results are o,:148 and b:28 MHz [1f].
For all distortions considered the theoretical value for the isotropic part of the hyper-
fine interaction is too low. However, by accepting a discrepancy between theory and
experiment of l.5o/o for both a, and b, satisfactory match is obtained along a line ex-
tending from (EGl, EG2) - (0.05, -0.05) to (0.3,0.2). In the experiments no devi-
ation from axial symmetry was reported. This is in agreement with the theoretical
small value for c ( 133) . X'or the nearest-neighbour general shell, consisting of the atoms
on (33I) and on the s;zmmetry-related sites, the hyperfine results are presented in
tr'ig. 6. The experimental hyperfine tensors labelled Gl, with a :22.53, b : 1.94,
c:0.l5MI{2, and G2, with a:Ig.L7, ó:0.63, c:0.59MIJ2, are candidates for
identification with this shell If2]. In the region (8G1, EG2) = (0.1, 0.0) to (0.2,0.1),
which forms part of the region considered above, good agreement is obtained with the
experimental tensor Gl. Less satisfactory agreement exists for G2 as this tensor does.
not show the nearly axial symmetry required by the theory. In tr'ig. 5 and 6 the dis-

70 700 730

/
730ffi

,/o' ,
-0.2

,/,

Fig. 5. a) Isotropic part ao b) axial part ó (in MIIz) oÍ the hyperfine interaction tensor for sheltr
(133) as function of the distortion parameters EGl and EG2. The experimental values are a = L48,
b : 28 MHz. A promising region of distortions is shown shaded. Distortions which minimize the

energy are marked by f

7?
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f ig. 6. a) Isotropic part a, b) axial part Ó, c) non-axial part c (in MHz) of the hyperfine interaction
tensor for shell (331) as function of the distortion parameters EGl and EG2. The experimental
values are o : 22.53, b : 1,94, c : 0.15 MIIz for tensor Gl, and a : Ig.l7,b : 0.63, c : 0.59 MIIz
for tensor G2. A promising region of distortions is shown shaded. Distortions which minimize

the energy are marked by f

tortion parameters (EGf, EG2) : (0.236, -0.253) and (-O.227,0.213), which mini-
mize the extended-Hiickel-theory energy, are also ind.icated. X'or these distortions
the calculated hyperfine tensor components show a poor resemblance with the ex-
perimental data.

4. Discussion

Obviously the most striking aspect of the results presented is the large discrepancy
between the distortion parameters which minimize the total energy and those which
give a best match of the hyperfine constants. This raises the question which of the
properties is most reliably predicted by the theory: the energyor the wave function.

As far as energy is concerned, the highest energy level occupied for the neutral
divacancy is found in the valence band. Certainly, for the highest donor state of the
divacancy the level should have been in the bandgap. The stable distortion of the
divacancy, obtained from minimizing the extended-Hiickel-theory energy, is given by
(EGf , EG2) - (0.24, -0.25). X'or this set of distortion parameters, however, the level
occupied by the unpaired electron has symmetry type Ar. This would imply an exactly
vanishing contact interaction with zeSi nuclei on the mirror plane of the divacancy,
in contradiction with experimental findings. The positions of the energy minima, as
shown in Table 2, have no strong sensitivity on the lc-value or on the size or shape of
the unit cell. It is unlikely therefore that the particular choices of unit cell, or the way
of averaging over the Brillouin zone, as in the present, work, have affected the results
substantially. For the Jahn-Teller barrier height only a correct order of magnitude is
calculated. Surprisingly the smallest unit cell is best in this respect. The use of the
extended-Hiickel-theory energy &s a measure of the total energy has been criticized
strongly [20]. As electron-electron interactions are counted twice and nuclear-nuclear
repulsion is omitted in the simple sum over one-electron energies this approximation
to the total energy is probably grossly inaccurate.

Hyperfine tensor components {or the two nearest-neighbour shells are predicted
satisfactorily when the distortion is chosen for optimum match. The calculations werr
based on the wave function associated with level Bu(1). At least for distortions (EGl
EG2) near (0.2, 0.1) this is the singly occupied level of which the unpaired electron ir
observed in EPR and ENDOR. The results for the general class shell, with atoms or
(33I) and on the symmetry-related sites, agree best with tensor Gl. X'rom the measure
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ment of a motionally-averaged EPR spectrum it has been concluded, however, that
tensor G2 is to be associated with the nearest-neighbour general class shell [11, 12].
The small difference between the averaged spectra, calculated by the choice of GI
or G2, leaves some doubt about this identification.

Both the energy considerations and the hyperfine interactions a,gree in their predic-
tion of a positive value for EGl. This is consistent with results obtained from uniaxial
stress experiments. X'or positive EGI the bond length between the atoms (33I) and
(5I3) and likewise that between (313) and (33f) is reduced. The distance between the
two atoms on the mirror plane increases. This is the kind of distortion expected for
the Jahn-Teller effect. fnclusion of the distortion EG2 does not, essentially alter this
picture when the actrial values found for EG2 are used. Therefore, a preference for
the most probable sign of EG2 is not readily derived from these considerations.

Other sets of Slater orbital exponents have been suggested or used 15,2ll. Specific
sets of parameters may lead to improved description of particular properties, e.g.
the elastic constants, valence band states, or conduction bands. Ilowever, when a large
number of data on different properties is involved a quantitative test, of the extended
Htickel theory is too severe a test. The present results therefore demonstrate the need
for improvement of the theory of deep level defects in semiconductors.
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